
General Information
Aura is a collection of wide width sheers for drapery usage – 
they are not recommended for use on upholstery. As is
expected of this type of fabric, sheers are delicate and need 
to be handled with care. This collection includes a selection of 
Flame Resistant sheer fabrics which are found at the back of 
the book indicated by a tabbed section. The fabrics in Aura 
are varied in content. Please pay close attention to the care 
and cleaning of these fabrics as they differ from pattern to 
pattern.

All of the fabrics in this collection are railroaded. The widths 
(lengths when rotated 90 degrees) vary from 110" to 128". 
Maximum length of drapery can be calculated by deducting 
the height of hem and top treatment.

Check fabric for proper design and color. Even though all 
fabric is inspected, final assessment and approval of fabric 
before installation is the responsibility of the customer.  
If a fabric is being shipped directly to a workroom, please  
provide the workroom with a sample of the correct material. 
Thibaut is not responsible for labor costs in the converting
of incorrect or imperfect material.

Dyelots may vary with each production. You may request 
cuttings for approval (CFA) before ordering. Order carefully 
as fabrics are not returnable for credit.

All fabric orders are processed and shipped F.O.B.  
Charlotte, NC. This collection is designed exclusively  
by Thibaut. 

Care & Cleaning of Aura Wide Width Sheers

Cleaning information for the following fabrics: Cleaning information for the  
following fabric:

Amara

Benson

Cyclone Embroidery

Estelle

Lanai

Laramie

Bellamy

Cypress Stripe

Enzo

Clean with a mild, water-free dry cleaning solvent.  
Dry cleaning is recommended. Do not use water.
Do not bleach. Machine washing is not recommended. 
Air dry only. If ironing is needed, light steam and low 
temperature only.

Clean with water based cleaners or 
solvents. Use hot water extraction or 
dry clean. Do not bleach. Machine wash, 
cold water on delicate. Air dry only. 
Ironing is not recommended.

Lumina

Margaret

Mistral

Newport Stripe

Oliver

thibautdesign.com

Erba Stripe

Orla Embroidery

Ottawa


